Subject: Authorization of fixing and using your image for the General Workshop 3 promotion.

Dear participant,

In order to promote the NEREID project, your approval is requested to fix your image or your written/oral contribution during the event on June 14th-15th 2018 and to use it in the framework of promotional activities (photography, video).

The use of these images will be exclusively dedicated to the promotion of the NEREID project and General Workshop 3 via websites, paper and electronic newsletters, and brochures.

These supports will not be sold, neither used to another goal.

Every person has an exclusive right on its image and the use which is made. By lack of agreement of your part in the framework of the present authorization, your image cannot be fixed, used and broadcasted for the project.

As a consequence, please be so kind as to fulfill and sign the form below (to be returned to Sylvie Pitot, Grenoble INP, 46 avenue Felix Viallet, 38031 Grenoble Cedex France). We thank you very much for your collaboration.

Madam, Mister (Name Surname):
……………………………………………………………………….

Company / Institution: …………………………………………………………………………………………..

authorizes (please cross off if needed):

- The taking of one or several photography(ies), video (s) (capting, fixing, recording, digitalizing) representing me or my written/oral contribution,
- The distribution, the broadcasting and the publication of one or several photography (ies) , video (s), representing me or my written/oral contribution on the occasion of the NEREID General Workshop 3, undertaken in the framework of the event and its scientific mission, whatever nature they are and whatever support it is.

Signature:……………………………………………………………………………………………..

Date:…………………………………………………………………………………………………..